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In this note all spaces are assumed to be uniformizable, and if P is a 
space then jSP denotes a Stone-Cech compactification of P. If P is a 
discrete space we shall think of the points of P*=j3P--P as the free 
ultrafilters on P. The letter N denotes the discrete space of natural 
numbers. The main results, Theorems A and C, read as follows: 

THEOREM A. If M is a discrete space, ƒ is a homeomorphism of j3M 
into itself, and if Pk is the set of all k-periodic points off, then 

P* = c\(PhC\M). 

In particular 

THEOREM B. If M is discrete, then no homeomorphism of j3M into 
M* has a fixed point. 

THEOREM C. If M is a discrete space, and if x is a fixed point of a 
continuous mapping ƒ of fiM into itself, then each neighborhood of x 
contains an f-invariant neighborhood V of x {that means, with f [V] C V). 
In addition, V can be chosen of the form cl X, XC.M. 

REMARK 1. For M = N Theorem B reads : no type is a relative type 
of itself, i.e. {t, / ) £ $ for no type t (for terminology see [l]). Using the 
continuum hypothesis W. Rudin proved in [5] that N* is not homo
geneous. In [l] the present author proved the nonhomogeneity of 
N* without using the continuum hypothesis. Theorem B gives an
other, very simple, proof: if h is a homeomorphism of N* onto itself 
and hx—y, then evidently the sets of all relative types of x and y co
incide. Thence, by Theorem B, if the type of a point x is a relative 
type of y, then hx = y for no homeomorphism h of N*. Note that this 
proof establishes the existence of exp exp N0 of orbits of the homeo
morphism group of N*. 

REMARK 2. Theorem B in the particular case M~N was an
nounced in [2]. M. Katëtov reproved that result in [3] (his proof 
works for any M with ƒ [M] an r-set, see Example 2 below). The 
original proof, which works in the countable case only, is also given 
below because it is of some interest in itself. 

REMARK 3. It would be interesting to find an analogue of Theorem 
B for any continuous mapping of /3M. The following examples suggest 
that the entire orbit of M must be considered. 
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EXAMPLE 1. There exists a continuous/: /3iV—»iV* such that: 
(a) ƒ: N-*f[N] is one-to-one, 
(b) f[N] is a countable union of discrete sets, and 
(c) f2 [N] is a singleton (x). (Thence, x is a unique fixed point of/.) 
To exhibit such an/ , choose discrete countable infinite sets YnC.N*, 

« â l , with Fn +iCcl Fn-~ Fn, and a point y in the intersection of all 
cl Fn. Next choose a decomposition {Nn} oî N into infinite sets, and 
then select xn in i\f*, « e l , such that the relative type of xn coincides 
with the type of y with respect to Fn. Let XQ be the set of all xn, and 
choose a homeomorphism g of j8iV onto cl XQ. Put # = gy, Xn = g [ Fn ], 
Now we can choose a one-to-one mapping F oî N onto the union X 
of all Xn such that Nn is mapped onto Xn, and if ƒ is the Cech-Stone 
extension of F then /# n = #. Thus / [X 0 ] = (#), and hence j*[N] ^/[X] 
= (#) by continuity of ƒ. 

EXAMPLE 2. If/: jSAf—>Af* is continuous, and Af is discrete then 
the following statements are equivalent: (a) ƒ is a retraction, (b) 
Pm =fm for all m in M, and (c) fm G cl / _ 1 [fm] for ail m in ikf. The 
sets of the form ƒ [M] with ƒ a retraction are called r-sets. 

EXAMPLE 3. There exists a continuous/: PN--+N* such that f[N] 
is discrete, and/2 [N] is a singleton disjoint to ƒ [iV]. Take a type / and 
a decomposition {Nn} of N with iVn infinite, pick xn in iV* of type t, 
and select any point x of the type £ with respect to the set X of all xn-
Finally, take ƒ such that the restriction to any cl Nn is a homeo
morphism onto cl X with fxn~x. 

Let Theorem A' be the proposition obtained from Theorem A by 
replacing "into" by "onto." In the particular case M=N Theorem A' 
is essentially due to R. Raimi [4]. Theorems A' and B are particular 
cases of Theorem A. On the other hand Theorem A is derived from A' 
and B as follows: 

It is enough to consider the case fc = l. It follows from B that if x 
is a fixed point of a homeomorphism ƒ of &M into itself then 
xÇzd(Mr\f [M]). Then an application of A' to an appropriate homeo
morphism h of j8M onto itself gives the desired result (hm =fm for m 
in MC\f[M]). 

For a proof of A' we refer to [3] or [2] (in the particular case 
M—N). Now C will be proved, then B will be derived from C, and 
finally a simple proof of a generalization of B in the particular case 
M = N will be given. In conclusion an extension of [l ] to any cardinal 
will be sketched. 

PROOF OF THEOREM C. Let M be an infinite discrete space, ƒ be a 
continuous mapping of jSJV into itself, and letfx=x. If xÇzM, then 
the statement is trivial. Assume #(£ M. Given a neighborhood U of x9 
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choose an XQM such that cl X is neighborhood of * (i.e., «Gel X) 
and cl XC U. We shall exhibit a YQX with/[F]Ccl F, «Gel F. De
fine by induction: 

Xl = E{y\yeX,fy(£clX}, 

Pa = \J{Xp\fi <«,0 isolated}, Qa = U{Xf,\ fi < «}, 

Xa = E{y\yeX - Qa,fy G cl Qa) if a is isolated, 

= E{y\ y G X ~ Qa,fy E cl Pa} U a is limit ordinal. 

Consider the sets: 

Ziimit = U {Xp | jo is a limit ordinal}, ZQdd = U {X^ | /3 is odd}, 

Zeven = U {Xp | jff is even and isolated}, F = X — (Ziimit U 2odd U ZeVen). 

First, let us prove that f[Y]Qcl F. There exists an isolated a^O 
with Z« = ,0' because {Xp} is a disjoint family and, if Xp = 0 for 
some isolated /3, then Z \ = 0 for all Xè#* By definition of Xa (and Zi) 

E{y | y G X - Q., fy $ cl(Z - Ç«)} - (JT. U (Z - Qa) H ZO = 0 . 

Thus Y=X — Qa, and hence i?[F]Ccl F. It remains to show that 
cl F is a neighborhood of x, i.e. #£cl F. It suffices to show that the 
closure of none of the Z's is a neighborhood of x. If WCM and cl TF 
is a neighborhood of x} then necessarily the closure of the set 

is also a neighborhood of x because of the continuity of ƒ and fx=*x. 
So, it is enough to show that pZ0dd~ Pleven=p£nmit = <0', and this fol
lows easily from the following relations and the fact that the sets 
N — X, Zoddi -Zeven and Ziimit are disjoint: 

/[-Zlimit] C cl[Zodd ^J ^even], /[Zeven] C cl Zodd, 

f[Zodd] C cl(N - X) \J '"even ^ l imit /• 

The verification is routine. 
PROOF OF THEOREM B. Assume that x is a fixed point of a homeo-

morphism ƒ : j3.M-»ilf *• Consider the collection 9TC of all subsets X of 
M which admits a disjoint decomposition Z = ZiWZ2UZ3, such that 
f[Xi\Cc\ (XjKJXk) for i^j^k. Clearly, the union of any disjoint 
subcollection of 3ÏI belongs to 311, and x belongs to the closure of no X 
in 9TC. Let X be the union of a maximal disjoint subcollection X of 311. 
We shall exhibit a non void F£3Tl disjoint to Z ; this will contradict 
the maximality of 9C and conclude the proof. Since cl(M—Z) is a 
neighborhood of x, by Theorem C there exists a F C i t f ~ I such that 
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cl V is an/-invariant neighborhood of x. Choose any infinite subset F8 

of V such that / [F 3 ]Picl F3 = 0. Pick ZiCV - F8 such that 
cl ZiC\f[M]=f[Yz], and by induction Zn+1CV-(Yz\J[J{Zk\ k£n}, 
nGN, such that cl ZiC\f [M] =ƒ [F3] , 

/ [ Z n ] ~ c l F 8 = / [ M ] n c l Z n + 1 . 

To justify this, we need the facts that ƒ [M] is normally embedded in 
jSikf (and this follows from the fact that cl ƒ [M] is a Stone-Cech com-
pactification of/[Af]), and ƒ is one-to-one on M. If Fi is the union of 
Zn with w odd, and if F2 is the union of all the other Zw's, then ƒ [F3] 
Ccl ZiCcl Fi, and / [F^CcKFyVJFs) for *Vj f i, j * = l , 2. Conse
quently, the set F = F i U F 2 U F 3 belongs to 9TC, and clearly 0 V F 
CM-X. 

For M=N Theorem B is an immediate consequence of the fol
lowing 

PROPOSITION. Iff is a continuous mapping of $N into itself such that 

c\fn+1[N]nf»[N] = 0 
for all n, then ƒ has no fixed point 

PROOF. Put Nn=fn[N]. If XQV{Nn}, and XC\Nn is finite for all 
n, then X is discrete. Choose sets X and F such that XC\ F = 0 , the 
orbit of each n £ i V intersects both X and F, and the sets XC\Nny 

YC\Nn are finite for all n (if ƒ is a homeomorphism, we can take 
E{fl) for X and £{/£+ 1} for F). By Theorem C, * belongs to the 
closure of X as well as that of F, and this contradicts the fact that 
X\J Y is discrete. 

REMARK 4. I t is clear that the theory of types of ultrafilters on 
countable sets developed in [ l ] carries over to any ultrafilters if we 
restrict ourselves to the relative types with respect to r-sets (cf. 
Example 2). Every r-set is a discrete normally embedded set, and I 
do not know whether the converse is true or not. However, Theorem 
B says that the type of any point is distinct from all relative types, 
even from those with respect to the normally embedded discrete sets. 

REMARK S. Theorem A can be extended to compact extremally 
disconnected spaces (the statement is modified as follows: the set of 
all fe-periodic points is both closed and open). Theorem C extends to 
any extremally disconnected space. The details will appear elsewhere 
in connection with homogeneity problems. 
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1. Introduction, Let X be a real or complex Banach space and 
d(X) the Banach algebra of endomorphisms of X. Let {T(u); u*z0} 
be an equibounded semigroup of operators of class (So) in Qt(X) with 
infinitesimal generator A. A is a closed linear operator with domain 
D(A) dense in X. For these concepts see e.g. E. Hille-R. S. Phillips 
[5, Chapters X - X I I ] . 

One purpose of this note is to give a representation for the frac
tional power (—A)v, 7 > 0 , of the operator (—-4). The result obtained 
will be a generalization of one due to J. L. Lions-J. Peetre [7, Chapter 
VII, §2 ] : Let y be a positive integer. A n element f Çz X belongs toD((—A)y) 
if and only if the integral 

1 r ° ° [ J - T(u)Yf 
(1) I du (e > 0; r any integer >y). 

Cy,r J « ul+y 

converges in norm as e—»0+, the constant Cy,r being given by 

°(1 - erM)r 

(2) C 7 , r = f 
J o 

The limit is then equal to (-~A)tf. 

du. 
o u^y 
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